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Door coordinator SR 390, surface mounted
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Passive door leaf

Active door leaf

MK 396

The SR 390 is a proven, purely mechanical door
coordinator for double-leaf fire and smoke doors.
It is fitted on the door frame and can be used left and
right. The SR 390 guarantees consistent locking of the
door leaves.
ISO 9001 certified.

Certificate of suitability
The SR 390 has been tested and quality-monitored by the MPA
NRW, Dortmund (Germany), in accordance with EN 1158 and carries
identification for construction products.
the
The SR 390 has been approved for use with fire and smoke doors by
the Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik (DIBt), Berlin (Germany).
Acceptance inspection mandatory.

Specification text
TS 73 V

MK 396

TS 73 V

SR 390

Door coordinator fitted on the door frame, can be used left and
right, with integrated telescopic shock absorber, adjustment screws
for subsequent tolerance compensation, including bracket and
fastening accessories.
Approved for use with fire and smoke doors by the Deutsches
Institut für Bautechnik (DIBt), Berlin (Germany).
Version
☐ Galvanised for steel doors
☐ Galvanised and painted
silver for timber doors
Make:
dormakaba SR 390

Installation example for door coordinator SR 390
In combination with a dormakaba door closer (TS 83, TS 73 V)
and the MK 396 carry bar.
Also possible in combination with the dormakaba floor
spring BTS 80 F.
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Door coordinator SR 392, concealed

Mounting dimensions X *

90°

Inactive door leaf

Active door leaf

MK 396

The SR 392 is a door coordinator for double-leaf fire and
smoke doors.
It is installed concealed in the door lintel or behind the
door frame, can be used left and right and is suitable for
combinations of wide and narrow door leaves. The
support lever (active door leaf) and release roller (passive door leaf) ensure consistent closing of the door
leaves.

* See diagrams F and G
in the installation instructions

Certificate of suitability
The SR 392 has been tested and quality-monitored by the MPA
NRW, Dortmund (Germany), in accordance with EN 1158 and carries
the identification for construction products.
The SR 392 has been approved for use with fire and smoke doors by
the Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik (DIBt), Berlin (Germany).
Acceptance inspection mandatory.

ISO 9001 certified.
Specification text
MK 396

Concealed door coordinator, can be used left and right, with
integrated telescopic suspension, adjusting screw for setting the
support lever and adjustable eccentrically mounted release roller.
Approved for use with fire and smoke doors by the Deutsches
Institut für Bautechnik (DIBt), Berlin (Germany).

SR 392

Version
☐ Size 1 galvanised, length 1,050 mm
(door leaf width > 800 mm)
☐ Size 2 galvanized, length 650 mm
(door leaf width < 800 mm)
Make:
dormakaba SR 390
BTS 80 F

BTS 80 F

Installation example for door coordinator SR 392
In combination with the dormakaba floor spring BTS 80 F and
MK 396 carry bar.
Also possible in combination with a dormakaba door closer
(TS 83, TS 73 V).
See page 4 for installation versions and sizing.
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Installation versions for SR 392

Determining the SR 392 door coordinator size for different door leaf widths
Door leaf thicknesses 40–100 mm
Passive door leaf in mm

650

550

450

350
875

1000

1125

1200

1250

Active door leaf in mm
Door leaf thicknesses 60 + 70 mm
Passive door leaf in mm

650

550

450

350
875

1000

1125

1200

1250

Active door leaf in mm
Door leaf thicknesses 40 + 50 mm

Door leaf thicknesses 80, 90–100 mm
650

Passive door leaf in mm

Passive door leaf in mm

650

550

450

350
875

1000

1125

1200

Active door leaf in mm

1250

550

450

350
875

1000

1125

1200

1250

Active door leaf in mm

Size 1 = 1,050 mm long
Size 2 = 650 mm long
Size 2 must be used on the boundary line from size 1 to size 2.
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Carry bar MK 396
Carry bar MK 396 for double-leaf doors in combination
with a dormakaba door coordinator
If a double-leaf door is opened via the passive door leaf,
the carry bar mounted on the passive leaf carries the
active door leaf with it so that the support lever/control
arm of the door coordinator can
support the active leaf, thus ensuring the correct closing
sequence of the door.

Inactive door leaf

Dimension 63 = same door leaf widths
For different door leaf widths, see dimension X
in the installation instructions diagram.

SR 390

Active door leaf
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MK 396

Inactive door leaf

XX/19,
WN XXXXXXXXXXX,
05092651532, EN,
10/21Produkt, EN, X, JP/XXXXX, XX/19
change without
notice
Subject to technical
modifications.
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